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Abstract:
This paper defines a protocol and equipment requirements for measuring SPL during
theatre shows in order to build a library of comparable data. This library of data will allow
designers and consultants to better specify sound systems for theatrical usage, reducing over
specifying equipment. Live concerts often have considerably higher SPL requirements than
theatre but often form the SPL standards for specified equipment. In addition a well defined SPL
understanding would allow better calibration of content creation studios to match performance
venues as is the standard in cinema. While

Importance of work:
There has been a lot of attention paid to SPL levels at loud music events and especially in
broadcast sound. The passage of the CALM act defined very clear research based standards for
sound levels in a variety of broadcast media. SPL standards are also very well defined for
cinema. In Theatre this is not the case and SPL standards in cinema, television, and live music
are not directly applicable. This makes it difficult to specify appropriate equipment for theatrical
performance or to appropriately calibrate our sound systems.
Having a quantified standard of SPL usage would allow designers and consultants to
better select appropriate sound equipment for theatrical usage. Often equipment is selected
because of its successful usage in concert sound. While this may be appropriate for some
musicals many other theatrical performances, and even some musicals, do not require as much
SPL output. However, with out data to make appropriate choices in system engineering extra
money is spent on the safe choice.
Cinema and broadcast facilities, as well as some music production studios, are working at
calibrated levels for all work. This allows a high level of portability for projects as well as a
better sense by the mixer of how their work will translate. This translation would be very useful
for theatrical designers where time in the performance venue is limited. Having a studio
calibrated to the SPL standard as the performance venue would allow designer to set rough cue
levels much more accurately and thus save time in the venue.
Finally an SPL based calibration system for theatre systems would allow designers to
maximize the signal to noise ratio of their sound systems for a particular usage. Right now
advice is often given to set your system gain for the loudest sound cue you want to play. This
requires you to know how loud you are planning on playing that cue and is particularly difficult
if it is the production sound engineer (similar to a master electrician) who is setting up the
system calibration. SPL data would allow us to define an SPL calibration that could be done by
any one adequately trained and thus increase the standardization of sound systems. This
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standardization and the effect of working on standardized systems
would increase the speed and accuracy designers are able to work
with and increase the portability of our designs.

Background:
Much work has been done on industrial SPL measurements,
music mixing SPL standards, music concert SPL standards, cinema
standards and especially the new CALM Act broadcast standards.
Each of these areas has important elements to guide our analysis as
well as difference that make direct application problematic.
For a long time the THX and Dolby standards have very
specifically set SPL standards in the cinema word. This is easier
and more important since there is greater standardization of cinema Fig 1: Range between the
venues and cinema sound systems then there is in theatre. One of
quietest and loudest sounds
the great aspects of theatre is that the sound system isn’t a cookie
tolerated by listeners in
cutter system but is designed specifically for a particularly
different situations.
production in a particular venue. However, as Bob Katz, noted the
standardization of the cinema industry has provided higher quality
sound than in the music production industry. 1
Katz’ work first published in 2000 points two important areas to define SPL practice.
First is defining the required dynamic range. In his K-System he defines K-12, K-14 and K-20
systems with 12 dB, 14 dB, and 20dB of headroom which are connected to specific delivery
mediums.2 The K-12 and K-14 systems are for limited dynamic range situations and as such are
of limited value for live theatre where we generally have a quiet space capable of significant
dynamic range. The K-20 system which he specifies for “large theatre mixes, daring home
theatre mixes, audiophile music, classical (symphonic) music” and other such uses seems to fit
our needs fairly closely. 3 However, we need to confirm that 20dB of headroom would be
sufficient for live theatre. It maybe that live theatre is best with a greater dynamic range than
recorded theatre.
In 2010 the Commercial Advertisement Loudness Mitigation Act (CALM Act) was
passed and fills in some technical gaps in the K-system as well making dynamic range and the
balance of different program types a legal requirement for sound engineers working in broadcast.
This law was passed based on significant research in the perception of SPL levels and with a
solid understanding of best practices in dynamic range management. The goal was to have
commercials at a similar volume level to the TV show they are broadcast in the middle of, but
they also laid the foundation for an entire workflow that could be of use to theatre professionals.

Bob Kats, "Part Ii: How to Make Better Recordings in the 21st Century - an Integrated Approach to
Metering, Monitoring, and Leveling Practices.," accessed 2/2/2017, 2017. http://www.digido.com/how-tomake-better-recordings-part-2.html.
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The CALM Act defines new units of level metering, most importantly, LUFS/LKFS4 and
LRA/LU which are based on research into our perception of loudness which have been adopted
in both the US and Europe.5 These standards specify a -24 LUFS target with some variability in
gating methodology and target variability. For example PBS specifies -24 dB LKFS, +/-2 dB
conforming to ITU BS.1770-3 measuring protocol allowing slight deviation from the -24 dB
target and specifying how quiet sections are to be gated out of the measurement.6 This provides 4
more dB of dynamic headroom than the K-20 specification as well as a measurement
methodology closely linked to our perception of volume.
You can see in figure 1 the Dynamic Range Tolerance graph to the right that our tolerance
for difference between loud and quiet sounds in media are highly dependent on our
environment.7 Places where there is a high noise floor/a lot of background noise such as airplanes
and cars make it very difficult to hear quiet details and thus we want a limited dynamic range so
that we can hear everything with out the loud bits getting painfully loud. In contrast a quiet
cinema with good acoustics makes an exceptionally wide dynamic range enjoyable allowing a
great deal of artistic freedom in the use of volume.
All of these standards are working towards a common goal of making 0 dB a meaningful
target. In the old analog days 0 dB was a level where you had control over your sound, were well
above the noise floor of your equipment, and still had headroom for your mix. When we moved
to digital 0 become 0 dBfs for decibel full scale. What this meant was that if you hit 0 dB your
sound was ruined. This was good in that digital systems are particularly unkind to levels that are
too loud but it resulted in a difficulty. We didn’t have a good target for what our levels should be
only one criteria of what they shouldn’t be. Both the ITU standard and the Bob Katz’ K-System
create a 0 that is again a target for good sound. Meanwhile in Theatre we are still using 0 dBFS
with very little help relating to how we should best set-up gain structure out of Q-Lab or other
playback system, most of which only provide metering in dBFS.
So step one is understanding our dynamic range and how that relates to a target average
loudness represented by 0. Step two is understanding how that relates to real SPL levels in the
theatre. In the broadcast world the actual SPL of 0 (-24 dB LUFS) is however loud the listeners
sets there TV/iPod/stereo. In cinema however all work is done at a calibrated SPL level where
each speaker produces 83dB SPL at 0 and this is the standard that Bob Katz also adopts in his KSystem.8 In illustrating how appropriate this standard is he recounts a demonstration of Star Wars
at the AES convention in 1983 where after calibration a room of 1,000 audio engineers only 3
thought that the SPL was too loud and no one felt it was too quiet.9
!4 LUFS and LKFS are the same. The uses LKFS and Europe uses LUFS but they are functionally identical.
Similarly LRA and LU are the same.
!5 EBU Operating Eurovision and Euroradio, Tech 3343 Guidelines for Production of Programmes in
Accordance with Ebu R 128, January 2016 ed. (EBU Operating Eurovision and Euroradio, 2016), 16-17.
PBS Technology & Operations, Technical Operating Specifications, Program Distribution from Pbs, PT.2
(2013), 4-5.
6

Thomas Lund, Control of Loudness in Digital Tv, National Association of Braodcasters, Braodcast
Engineering Conference (NAB, 2006), 1.
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It is tempting to assume from this research that the cinema standard of 85 dB SPL 2/3s of
the way back in the theatre connected to -20 dBFS and thus allowing the 105 dB peak SPL
required of Cinema standards would work well for theatre. 10 Looking at our earlier chart that is
clearly a very wide dynamic range, the art form is similar and we might assume that theatre
would not need to be louder than the latest transformers movie. However, in theatre we are
balancing our sound with real sounds in the space, foremost is the actors voice but also often
including live music and even live sound effects. These live sounds force a scale on the sound
designer as does the background noise in a particular theatre. While Cinema may use a target of
85 dB SPL music concerts often use a target of 95 dB SPL or higher. Thus we need to develop a
solid library of measurements that help us set a target 0 for theatre usage as well as a clear
understanding of the needed headroom or peak sound output.

Measurement Needs
In order to develop a large and useful database a protocol must be established that
provides useful, valid data in a manner easy to collect from a wide variety of productions. In
order to acquire data from many productions affordable, relatively easy to use equipment is a
must as are clear instructions to insure each measurement is carried out in a similar manner.
The technical specifications for the measurement platform are that it must log an SPL
slow (1 second integration time) linear level for our average level, a Peak SPL (measured on fast
with 125ms integration time), and ideally an LEQ value which uses the overall program time to
integrate the SPL. The LEQ value is relatively easy to derive in the data analysis stage so is not
necessary.
The SPL slow measurement provides the closest value to the ITU standard momentary
LUFS measurement which will allow us to see the level of the performance from moment to
moment. This number has a long enough integration that it will also relate well to the thermal
power handling of loudspeakers for specification
purposes. The peak SPL fast is useful in specifying the
excursion limited peak SPL of our loudspeakers and in
developing a solid 0 point that has enough headroom to
accommodate the absolute loudest parts of theatre. The
SPL LEQ provides one number that is similar to the
Integrated LUFS used in broadcast standards. While it
is not based on perception based loudness standards in
the way LUFS is, it is as close as we can reasonably get.
By comparing the SPL slow and the SPL LEQ a good
target for what SPL our 0 dB should be set at should
emerge.
In addition to specifying the integration time of
Fig 2: Frequency weighting options in
the measurement we have to determine what frequency
SPL measurement.
weighting would be best. Figure 2 shows 6 different
options for shifting the frequency response before
measuring the SPL level.11 Each of these measurements
10
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attempts to provide a shaping that get closer to how our ears perceive loudness in different
situations. The A, B, and C weighting systems were originally developed to match the response
curves of our ears at different SPL levels: A~40 Phon (quiet sounds), B~70 Phon (most normal
listening), C~100 Phon (loud sounds). Based on this B weighting ought to be the most common
measurement but the vast majority of meters don’t offer B weighting and often A weighting gets
used for everything. Based on their initial design we would anticipate that B or C weighting
would be the best choice

Figure 3: Evaluation of SPL measurement options relationship to perceived loudness.
Measurements on the left correlate better with listeners perception.

In conjunction with McGill University TC Electronic did additional research into how
well different frequency weightings correlated to perceived loudness. Figure 3 shows the results
of that study with more accurate measurement techniques to the left of the chart.12 The red
numbers indicate the number of outlier audio segments where the listener and the measurement
were out of agreement by more that 6dB. This research indicates that A weighting is a pretty
terrible choice while C and unweighted measurements get fairly close to more sophisticated
loudness models. Based on this and the tools available C or linear weighting would be the best
path forward.

Tools:
In order to have a data based best practices for Theatre venues we need to gather data
from man different academic and professional productions in diverse venues around the country
and probably globe. This project will start with productions in the United States. There are two
12
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methods likely to be successful. One is using equipment designers all ready have and the other is
providing easy to use equipment to the designers.
Smaart is used by many designers for tuning sound systems. However, in theatre, it is
often not running on a dedicated computer and thus may not be available during the production
to log SPL. Also, version 7 wasn’t capable of the level of detail we need and while version 8
looks like it might be most sound designers wouldn’t have the needed calibration equipment.
Because of these limitations we are passing on this as standard approach.
Dedicated type 1 and type 2 logging SPL meters would be the most likely equipment to
use. However, for the detailed logging that we need prices start at $1,800. This high price point
will limit the amount of data we can gather.
Phones and tablet devices have become significantly more powerful professional tools
and a number of acoustics applications provide exceptionally detailed logging capabilities. In
testing in a variety of situations my iPhone based acoustics software has always been with in
1-2dB of my SPL meters. This level of accuracy is sufficient for our needs but furthering testing
will be set-up with a recently calibrated class 1 logging SPL meter along side the SPL app to
confirm the accuracy of our data. (This comparison will be available in this final paper).
Two apps have been identified that can provide the
needed detail. Faber Acoustical Sound Meter Pro and Studio Fabre Acoustics SoundMeter Pro
Six Digital AudioTools. Both offer extensive logging of
multiple SPL parameters including octave and 1/3 octave
SPL logging. This is only available on very expensive
meters and could provide interesting data relevant to the
design of loudspeakers for theatre usage. Both of these
applications come with calibrations for all iPhone and iPad
devices thus removing a major possible source of error.
They can also be manually calibrated and each unit would
have to be checked to confirm its accuracy but having a
system that doesn’t require user calibration will be
important when data is being collected by many people in
the field.
Faber Acoustical Sound Meter Pro13 logs all the
needed SPL data points and in comparison with dedicated
SPL meters has the needed accuracy. In addition to the log
files that can be analyzed in any software the screen
captures are also useful and easy to acquire. In comparison
to the Studio Six Digital Audio Tools it is not as easy to
retrieve the data from the device as it requires the user to
specifically export files. It has a very good autosave feature
but doesn’t save a file when measuring is stopped only when
it passes autosave time markers which would require shorter
autosave times, and thus more files to organize later.

Faber Acoustical, "Soundmeter Pro," Faber Acoustical, accessed 2/6/2017, 2017. https://
www.faberacoustical.com/apps/ios/soundmeter_pro/.
13
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Studio Six Digital AudioTools 14 is also powerful software that logs many different points
of data. The display while measuring is much more cluttered but doesn’t have different views
which will limit the temptation to touch the device. This
is important because the peak SPL data can be easily
corrupted by handling noise. The data retrieval from the
device is very easy as it will automatically put all of its
files on the cloud either through iCloud or through
dropbox. Initial test of the data has unfortunately not
been as good as the Faber Acoustical Sound Meter Pro.
Data analysis can be done in any spreadsheet
Studio Six Digital AudioTools
program such as Excel or Numbers. Clear indication of
peak, Max, Leq, and SPL Slow are necessary. An
example can be seen to the left of data from a professional production of an opera. One of the
challenges of spread sheets is they are not really
set-up to handle this much data so I may need to
do data analysis in MatLab or something similar
for efficiency. In this we can see clearly the
needed data and how divergent our peak and
average levels are. The graph only represents the
first 1,000 seconds of the show due to processing
speed. The entire show had an max SPL of 96dB,
a Peak SPL of 110, and an Leq (average) SPL of
78. In comparing the graph at the right to a BS.
1770-3 analysis of an hour long PBS program we
see some similarities. In our measurement
strategies.Loudness
Here Statistics
the Integrated average is -24.4dB
Yoopera!
SPL Data for the first 1,000 seconds of an Opera
LUFS, the momentary max is -10.6dB LUFS,
and the peak is -3.6dBfs. This isa 13.8dB
dynamic range between average and momentary peak and a 20.8dB dynamic range between
average level and true peak. In the opera we see a range of 18dB between average and max SPL
(equivalent to momentary SPL) and a range of 32dB
between average and peak levels. This indicates that
the live production had significantly greater dynamic
range than the broadcast program which is expected.
I am curious about the 110dB peak as that is very
loud. Currently the meters I’m looking at report a
peak hold for that so I may need to evaluate that to
get a running measure of peak level so that data
points that are clear outliers could be highlighted.
In addition to the logging meters I plan on
doing audio recordings of a few shows, with the
required care over copyright and performer rights,
BS.1770-3 Analysis of a 1 hour PBS program.
so that I can run BSS.1770-3 analysis on the
All measurements were done based on recommendations in ATSC A/85 as relevant to
programming in the United States using BS.1770-3 settings.
Integrated (LUFS): -24.8
Integrated Max (LUFS): -22.78
Integrated Min (LUFS): -24.8 (starting from 12 seconds in after the silent beginning)
Integrated Average (LUFS): -24.4
Momentary Max (LUFS): -10.6
Loudness Range (LU): 10.7
Peak (dBFS): -3.6

Christopher Plummer, Mix Engineer
cplummer@areteaudio.com

"Spl Graph," Studio Six Digital, accessed 2/6/2017, 2017. http://www.studiosixdigital.com/audiotoolsmodules-2/spl-modules/leq_graph/.
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recordings and do a comparison with the SPL meters. This may show some difference in
perceptual SPL that might lead to refinement of the protocol or the resulting best practice
recommendations.

***
I’m going into tech this week with a show and will do some data comparisons with the two
applications and a logging SPL meter. I will also use that time to develop specific instructions
that will be added to the paper.
***

Further Work:
This paper sets down a methodology that is the first stage of research. A second stage will bring
in collaborators from around the US to measure many different theatre shows in different venues,
with different audiences, in different styles. It is my hope that presentation at USITT will provide
a boost to finding willing collaborators.
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